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 The UK’s premier independent claims outsource partner. 

                                  Focused on your success - Getting it done! 

 

 

ULR and Hire Recovery. 
 

 

 

Our Guarantee 
Improve claim profitability. 

 Increase recovery prospects.  
Save money, resource and time.

 
Settlement made easy   
Hamilton Claims Solutions make settlement easy and cash flow 
reliable. A back log of outstanding debt can spiral out of control, 
with opportunities being missed to negotiate the best settlement 
quickly. A lack of resource on an outstanding debt ledger will 
ultimately result in delayed settlement and increased legal costs for 
your business.  
 

ULR and hire recovery must be pro-active, efficient and assertive. 
An excellent understanding of the industry standard and accurate 
communication is the only way to secure debt and avoid losses 
which could be saved with the right expertise. Sending out invoices 
and waiting for payment simply isn’t good enough. Insurers are 
identifying weaknesses to reduce payouts.   
 

With our experience and expertise we can deliver premier debt recovery. Our team have outstanding 
knowledge and skills to assess claims, identify weaknesses and gather additional evidence to support and 
justify invoices, ultimately maximising your profits. With expert negotiation skills, tactical planning and 
assertive discussion, we produce outstanding results for our partners so they can focus on the core of their 
business.  Our understanding of credit hire and the insurance industry requirement gives full confidence to 
settle efficiently, making your business credible and respected, and ultimately improving long term cash flow. 
 
Benefits of outsourcing to Hamilton Claims Solutions 
We have a range of solutions which can be tailored to your personal needs and requirements. With our good 
relationships with many insurers, they welcome working with us and settling claims amicably.  We go the extra 
mile to support our partners with additional benefits for operational support.  
 
The essentials 
 

 Reduce resource and staff overheads 
 Bespoke MI and benchmarking. 
 Outstanding customer service options 
 IT systems and support 

Our extras 
 

 Project management 
 Best practice feedback 
 Consultancy service 
 Bespoke training packages 

 
 
 

 
We work with you, not just for you! 
Contact us today to discuss your objectives and ideas to 
discover why we are the best solution for you. The 
service offer is clear, our pricing is transparent and we 
never pressure new partners into high volume or long 
term commitments without seeing results and having 
full confidence in our team.  

Our Values Accountability  Integrity Diligence Perseverance Discipline 


